
Shaken but not Stirred: 
Libraries Supporting Earthquake 

Recovery 
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Presentation Notes
Introduction
Thank you for the invitation to speak at this weekend school and share some of our recent experiences arising from the Canterbury earthquakes.



Christchurch NZ - 22 February 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In September we had the first major earthquake, 7.1 on the Richter scale, 9 MM, 40 km South West of the city and 10 km deep. Now known as the Greendale fault. The first earthquake in September caused plenty of damage to property but minimal injury to people and luckily, there were no deaths as it happened at 4.35 am, so that although there was damage to buildings, no-one was beneath them so early in the morning. In libraries we had books on the floors and were closed for nearly a week. This was the start of multiple aftershocks including one of 5.1 on a Port Hills faultline on Boxing Day 2010 that caused significant property damage but generally we were beginning to feel that the aftershocks were settling down and life was getting back to a semblance of normality when the devastating 6.3 aftershock in February struck. This was the most destructive earthquake to strike a New Zealand city in 80 years; the last being in Napier in 1931. 
6.3 Richter, 10 km away, 5 km deep. The earthquake was close to the city and shallow and had very high ground acceleration
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Manchester Street, showing Grand Chancellor; Provincial Chambers; Iconic Carlton Hotel

February 22 2011
It was the third of what was to be four significant earthquakes to hit the city in 10 months. It caused extensive damage to Christchurch’s Central City, resulting in the loss of 181 lives and many injuries, destroyed and badly damaged buildings, forced the closure of businesses, resulted in many job losses and changed the face of our Central City forever.
The natural disaster shut down the Central City, with up to 50 per cent of the buildings in what is known as the red zone needing to be demolished, and along with it much of our heritage.
The death toll was 182, 181 deaths on 22 February and one from injury a few days later. 
Since 4 September, we have experienced more than 7600 aftershocks, several hundred exceeding magnitude 4 and an unimaginable amount of damage. 
Over 370,000 claims lodged with the Earthquake Commission
Approx 1000 buildings likely to be demolished in the CBD; Massive impact to heritage buildings, including many churches, the Anglican and Catholic cathedrals, the Provincial Chambers and the Arts Centre.

Estimated 12,000 homes exceeding the EQC’s repair cap of $100,000. 6000 homes have severe land damage and are in the “red Zone” meaning they will be abandoned. Approx 200,000 homes need repair. I have just learned that my home will take about 4 weeks to repair and this is superficial damage!

13 June, two further large aftershocks struck in less than 2 hours, 5.6 and then another 6.3 magnitude, 8 MM, 10 km away. 9 km deep, high ground acceleration.
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Joe’s garage café – Cnr Hereford and Liverpool Streets
I want to emphasise that this is the CBD alone and I am not showing you photos of residential or suburban damage. A city of two halves has been described as the damage has been far more extensive in the east of the City than west.  
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Infrastructure Damage
Water supply interrupted for weeks in places – replaced by mobile tankers
Further extensive damage to sewerage system
Thousands of shared toilets on street provided, 45,000 chemical toilets distributed and 2900 portaloos! 
Larger electricity supply interruption although most residences had their power returned within the first couple of weeks.
Extensive damage to roads and massive amount of silt appeared. To date 580,000 tonnes of silt and sand have been shifted from roads, paths, parks, gardens, homes.
The earthquakes have created more than 8 million tonnes of rubble to date.



Central Library
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A few facts about CCL, pre February 2011: we have 19 libraries plus the mobile service serving a population of nearly 373,000. Our network includes the metropolitan area and Banks Peninsula, where we have 4 small libraries.
Our collection size is 1.1 million items,we issue 6 million items per year and receive 4 million visits.

What’s changed with our libraries? 
Three have sustained significant damage – Central, Linwood and Sumner. We now have Bishopdale which has just been closed last week following a detailed building assessment that highlighted some structural problems that need to be fixed. Fendalton is now in a similar situation and these two new closures present fresh challenges for us to deliver adequate services in the city’s NorthWest.



Central Library
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This is level 2 of the Central Library, the ANZC Collection.
Despite how it looks, the building has held up well however it needs some significant repair work taking up to 12 months. The ground floor plate is badly buckled and it has slumped by approx half a metre at the eastern end of the building.
The state of the collection as you can see from these photos is one of our greatest concerns, We are very keen to start retrieving and restoring the precious heritage and archival material then the main collections to reuse in our other libraries. We have located temporary storage to house the 300,000 plus items and to have expert advice and training on hand to handle damaged stock appropriately and to carry out restoration work where necessary.   

I am afraid to say we have not been able to deal with this problem yet because we haven’t had more than very restricted access to the library for the reasons just mentioned. 
Structural re-tensioning has just been completed to stabilise the building, and we are working to retrieve the collections soon. The state of the collection as you can see from these photos is is one of our greatest concerns, We are very keen to start retrieving and restoring the precious heritage and archival material then the main collections to reuse in our other libraries. We have located temporary storage in Sydenham as well as at Recall to house the 300,000 plus items and to have expert advice and training on hand to handle damaged stock appropriately and to carry out restoration work where necessary.   
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Central Library – Tuesday 6 September
I last visited the library on 6 September and I have to say it was a moving experience. As you have probably seen from the photos, it is a mess inside with lots of stock and other things on the floor and toppled or badly twisted shelving. However, I was thrilled and relieved to discover that the interior of the building is dry after the winter and so is the collection (at least what we could tell by spot checking in different areas). It is fantastic to think that we haven’t got a major problem with damp or mouldy books, although there will be lots of damaged stock with broken and bent spines and covers and torn pages.
We made a start retrieving archives, artwork, magazines and children’s books.
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The round table on the second floor of Central library that housed 6 free internet computers, legs snapped off and the monitors fell into the centre hole.



Linwood Library
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Linwood has had plenty of damage, both structurally and to the interior. The HVAC system fell through the ceiling. Detailed assessments and repair options are ongoing. We have established a temporary service for this community which I will talk about soon.

Sumner has now been red stickered, assessment happened recently because access was dependent on the demolition of the 2 adjacent buildings, the Community Centre and a commercial building on the other side.

The city also owns 10 voluntary library buildings, we do not run the library service. 5 sustained major damage, and two with heritage value have already been demolished.
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This is the Linwood Library workroom – the large cabinets housed library crates and things like borrowers own books and mending.



Service objectives

• Equity of access, especially for residents in 
most affected areas

• Changing patterns of activity and location
• Supporting the city’s recovery through library 

services: literacy, learning, leisure, 
community connection, access to civic 
information, capturing stories and images

Presenter
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By early April we had developed a plan for the provision of services post earthquake, based on the status of library facilities. A revised workforce plan has been developed to align staffing levels with service need and business requirements over the coming months. We maintained and adapted our current services through
Extended hours of opening at selected libraries
Alternative mobile and enhanced outreach services
Establishment of alternative locations for selected libraries
Redeployment and relocation of staff as required
The customer base in the open libraries has changed, eg South has customers from across the city 

We also:
Waived fines and charges for lost books
Increased our web presence – more on that later
Set up a temporary distribution centre with our Content and Bndery services, it is holding enough books to stock a good sized community library! Great opportunity to complete RFID tagging of all our collections! 
We set up for homework centres in libraries with the MoE, who provided computers and teachers to help students attending schools across town
Telecom provided free WiFi in all out libraries and Google provided tablet computers free of charge.
A huge thank you to you all and other libraries throughout the country who have offered free borrowing and return of our stock for customers who moved out of the city post Feb. We are very grateful for this wonderful support, which is ongoing, especially  from our neighbouring libraries throughout the Canterbury province. 









Papanui Library
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CCL has 3 large, busy community libraries in the West of Christchurch which is the much less affected part of town: Papanui, Fendalton and Upper Riccarton Libraries. These libraries have been closed since February 22 to accommodate Council staff working in essential services. With our library hats on, this is hard to understand as we and our customers regard libraries as an essential service. However, in civil defence terms, after the disaster occurred in February our services were secondary to the repair and recovery of roads, water and sewerage supply, rubbish collection and building permits and consents.
A joint use library for the community and a large city high school, Upper Riccarton Library won’t open to the community until January next year, but we have recently opened part of it to the students and teachers of RHS who definitely need decent access to the resources for the last 2 terms of the year, with NCEA exams and final assignments looming.
We reopened a portion of Fendalton Library in mid October and hope to have it fully re-opened before Christmas. There has been very strong demand for this library to reopen given its normally high usage and large collection (2nd largest after Central).

Here are some photos of Papanui Library, with Council staff using it as office space above and partially reopened to the public from 18 August, half the Papanui Library reopened to the public with an average of over 580 visits per day, or 5,300 in the first 9 days!








Central South City
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Temporary Libraries have been established in two sites so far: Central South City is a small but perfectly formed library in a 136 m2 shop space in South City Mall. The library opened on 8 July and so far 23,000 people have visited. Collection will build to 13,500 items with 50% out at any time. The feedback from customers is that they love being able to visit the library and go to the supermarket on the same outing. Another common theme is "you need to make it permanent".  
Another temporary Central Library is being developed in the northern part of the CBD in Peterborough St. We should have this opened before Christmas. It will be approx 1200 m2. with 50, 000 items and lots of popular material like magazines, newspapers and DVDs as well as a small Family History Centre and World Languages Collection. People will travel for these collections. 

Finally, we plan to open yet another temporary central location of 1200m2 south of the centre, when the lease expires on the mall location next Autumn. Two weeks ago we were finally able to locate our library management team of 9 in one location, back in the CBD near the temporary bus exchange which will be the first time we will be together and some of the team have had dedicated office space since the Feb quake.



Linwood Mini
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Housed in an ante room of our offsite storage facilitiy, Mini Linwood was an early response to the main Linwood Library closure: it opened 26 April and since June has averaged 250 visits per day (opening hours are shorter than the other libraries)
It is issuing just under half Linwood’s normal circulation and footcount is a third of last year (June to August)



Bishopdale Library
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The lack of open libraries to in the west of the city has seen Bishopdale Library turn into a mecca for eager library customers! It is twice as busy as pre earthquakes, averaging 30,000 visits per month where it would normally do about 15,000 (April to August). Issues are 2.7 times more than normal for the same period. The busiest day, 26 April, saw 2250 visits and 9500 items issued. 
Although we have put lots of extra staff into Bishopdale, this has been a very busy place with long queues, not enough computers and the books racing off the shelves faster than we can get them on.  
South Library is 40% busier (from 1200 to 1700 people per day) with 22 days with more than 2000 people through the doors!
Hornby is also 40% busier than normal.
We introduced extended hours of opening at Bishopdale, Hornby and New Brighton fairly early to cope with the increases and shifts in business in these communities. 

Fendalton Library – the update



A postscript on Bishopdale Library

• Library closed 3 November until further 
notice

• A detailed engineering evaluation led to 
vacation of the building until more 
assessments are done and earthquake 
strengthening work is completed

• Council position: no risk to the public or to 
staff in the event of future earthquakes or 
aftershocks



Lyttelton Library
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The reaction from the community to a closed library. Lyttleton is a port town that was close to the epicentre of both the Boxing Day and February quakes. Much infrastructure was badly damaged as it is a historic settlement with lots of old and heritage buildings. As you can see the library is not in that category as it is a fairly ugly 1970s building that has withstood the shakes very well. Soon after the February quake, even before it reopened, Lyttelton Library was a community focal point and gathering place, largely because the coffee cart is operating in front of the closed doors!  In many places people were gathering to talk to each other and share information. Function of libraries as free comfortable community spaces.



Mobile Library
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The Mobile Library has proven its worth even more than normal since February, with regular visits to badly affected suburbs and other areas currently without library services nearby. Sumner, Ferrymead, Cowles Stadium, Durham Street, Jellie Park and most recently Upper Riccarton outside the Library, as well as some of its normal runs such as Brooklands and Kainga. 
After February, we considered bringing another mobile in to assist, but the parlous state of the roads where the service was most needed and the restriction with parking for a larger vehicle made it impractical. 
The mobile has been 4.5 times busier than normal in terms of visits, with 3100 in Jul/Aug 2011. 
Issues increased from 14,000 to 22,000 from April to August compared with same time last year.
Our mobile needs replacement and is costly to maintain but has been a godsend over the last year. As well as increasing coverage within the city limits, we lent the mobile to neighbouring Waimakariri Libraries for a few months after Kaiapoi Library was very badly damaged last September.
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Programmes, Learning and Events
We continued with a few higher profile events like Reading Crusade which is a very successful partnership with the Crusaders Rugby team promoting reading and making the link between local sports heroes and literacy. The numbers were down on normal but it was still a well attended successful event highly valued by the enthusiastic participants.  
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Learning outreach
Baby times and story times were delivered to welfare centres, RACs (Recovery Assistance Centres), different pre-schools and schools. We did so much of this post the Feb quake that we met our performance targets for programme delivery, despite the library closures!
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There was some excellent just in time learning, such as this tuition for older adults on using cellphones to stay connected to family in event of emergencies – the looks on the faces says it all!






Why is social media useful 
during a crisis?

• Information could be published when website 
and libraries were unavailable.

• The library could utilise its trusted reputation and 
network of followers to spread essential 
information.

• People could ask us questions, make 
comments, ask for help, and share information.

• The social media sphere could serve as a place 
to  think about the past and the future.
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Our messages after the earthquakes
September 2010
September 4 2010 - the first blog post
http://cclblog.wordpress.com/2010/09/04/christchurch-earthquake/
Christchurch experienced a major earthquake this morning 4.35am, Saturday 4 September 2010.
Please follow Civil Defence for information on what to do.
There is further information on the ECAN (Environment Canterbury) website and public preparedness information on www.getthru.govt.nz.
Kia kaha Christchurch …
This post was followed by basic information updates, ideas for things to do, information on our online resources,  as well as posts to lift people’s spirits.
Curious about what the library looked like after the earthquake? 
Libraries, insurance and a little relaxation 
Free Wi-fi at Central Library

February 2011
Messages on Twitter 
February 28 2011 – the first blog post
Suffering withdrawal? How about a neighbourhood library!
This was followed by information on community briefings, grants, practical advice, scientific information and resources. There were also basic information updates, ideas for things to do, information on our online resources,  and posts designed to lift people’s spirits (as after September). 
Operation Storytime: The tales must get through!
Some examples of initiatives:
Words for Christchurch http://cclblog.wordpress.com/category/words-for-christchurch/
The displaced reader http://cclblog.wordpress.com/?s=displaced+reader
Kids blog launched http://christchurchkids.wordpress.com/2010/09/13/christchurch-kids-blog-launch/
The website news alerts page http://christchurchcitylibraries.com/News/Alerts/ became a central repository for information updates, and was linked to from all our web pages.

Current statistics
Facebook (this month) 18 October
New likes – 52
Lifetime likes - 1439
Monthly Active Users 1,241
Post Views 140,073
Post Feedback 110
Twitter – 18 October 2011-10-18
6,469 Tweets
1,997 Following
1,559 Followers
86 Listed





Facebook
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Social media
Blogs: the Libraries’ use of social media has grown in the last year: Our blogs were well established, general, 150th anniversary and most recently a successful children’s blog. Following the September quake, we diverted our website customers to blogs – so we could make quicker updates and we had staff and customer blogs ready in case of another earthquake. We used the staff blog to convey essential information to staff and likewise the public blog for customers. There was a 60% increase in usage of the library blogs after the Sept quake and 240% increase from Feb – March 2011 
The Library Twitter account was set up post Sept 4 in response to lack of reliable communications channels. Proved very effective in February as conduit for basic CD information in first few days until CCC Twitter was established. Library Twitter followers shared the information with others by WOM. People re-tweeted messages to other Twitter users. We also used it to inform people from out of Christchurch as to what was happening. Played a very useful role in confirming people’s whereabouts and personal safety. We like Twitter for it’s immediacy, a small footprint  and it works on all mobile phones. Twitter is all about sharing. For those not on Twitter, messages got passed on word of mouth. 
In the emergency phase, Twitter was used to provide basic information such as where to get water and  who to follow for good information e.g. @christchurchCC. As the hierarchy of need changed, so did our messages – (eventually) – diversions and escapes – available services – e.g. download an audiobook and good news about open libraries.
Facebook is providing us with another effective way to interact with our customers in their space (not ours). We have had greater uptake than Twitter (so far) – but access requires a smart phone. We are reusing the website content but using a more relaxed and conversational style, similar to the blog.
We also used other technology such as Skype and webcams to continue team functioning, i.e. coaching sessions when web team was widely dispersed.



Kete Christchurch
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Earthquake archive – “We want to collect and preserve your Canterbury earthquake stories and pictures” we started the focus on capturing staff and customer experiences after the September quake and developed it further post February. 
Collecting the documentary record of the February Christchurch earthquake in collaboration with other collecting institutions, national and local
CEISMIC collaboration with UC, Nat Lib, MCH, CERA and Ngai Tahu.




Draft Central City Plan
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Under the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011, the Christchurch City Council was given the responsibility for developing the recovery plan (known as the Central City Plan) for the CBD. This has been done in consultation with other major stakeholders including CERA and Ngai Tahu and the wider Christchurch community.
The draft Central City Plan sets out how the Central City will be redeveloped and rebuilt. The purpose of the Plan is to build a strong, prosperous and resilient place where people want to invest, where residents want to spend their time and where visitors want to stop for a few days. 
The Share an Idea consultation in May resulted in 160,000 ideas from residents
Timeframe from here. If interested check out the plan on the Council website, www.ccc.govt.nz
Library is one of the top 10 project: what an opportunity for us if it is approved by government and can be funded.




New Central Library
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Flagship development for redeveloped CBD. This is a potentially very exciting development  - a much bigger library that will serve Christchurch well in the 21 century. 
The new Central Library will be the flagship for the city-wide network of 20 libraries. From its architecture to the services it provides, the new Central Library will be a destination within the Central  City welcoming residents and visitors and connecting to the surrounding open space.             
It will house some of the country’s most important collections of books and audiovisual materials. It will provide easy access to digital technologies, local heritage collections, exhibition and performance spaces, a learning centre, spaces to relax – indoors and outdoors – and activities to entertain and educate young people.
Maybe a new site
Partnership opportunities. E.g. with educational and cultural institutions such as the National Library to create a South Island Centre for Documentary Heritage that is a regional showcase.
Rebuilding libraries - options for clustering information & cultural institutions 
Rethinking urban design options such as co-locating government and research organisations
Demonstrate benefits of libraries to wider economy
Revised standards for collection storage for libraries, museums and archives
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What about staff? The new library uniform is a different look from the traditional floral smock or twinset and pearls!
Changed roles, different opportunities, and developing new skills
Civil defence/emergency work and secondments to other teams in Council: we have had people working in welfare, demolition, communications, showers, cordon, operation suburb
Losing your workplace – Central and Sumner staff redeployment and internal appointments
The staff from the Central and Sumner teams have supported other libraries throughout the network, including our Outreach and Mobile services, web team and anywhere else where there have been pressure points with work as use and demand has changed.  
Of the Central Library people there are 40 vacancies to date, broken down as: 13 left Christchurch, 1 retired, 4 left for other jobs (in Christchurch), 3 fixed term contract ended,15 moved into other permanent CCL roles and 4 moved to temporary CCL roles
Changing roles, developing new skills
Civil defence/emergency work and secondments to other teams in Council
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Staff have been:
Amazing, adaptable, brave, creative, can-do (Here is Robyn Stewart, a team leader and fiction specialist helping to direct trucks at the Burwood Landfill).
Staff have moved work locations multiple times, travelled much further to work (on substandard roads for many months).
Packed up and reshelved libraries and retrieved equipment from damaged buildings. This is all whilst dealing with often stressful personal situations, job losses within families, children and the elderly affected by the quakes, personal home damage.
Maintaining customer focus and the One team approach is vital ; Access to Staff support and the early provision of resiliency training has been very important.
Redeployment to meet changing needs is ongoing: at the end of August we completed a process to fill outstanding vacancies (many held from pre February) and redeploy affected staff across the library network for the coming 12 months. 




Observations and reflections

• Ordinary business continuity plans go out the 
window in a major disaster 

• There are gaps in our business continuity plan 
(BCP) – it assumes continuity of business. In 
large scale disaster such as the Canterbury 
earthquakes, Civil Defence takes over

• We need a “major disaster” action plan, 
providing the link between CD and BAU BCP
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Be prepared for a range of reactions in a disaster. Some people flee or don’t function well immediately, others have a delayed reaction, months later. Need to be flexible and more lenient of odd behaviours, as well as alert to the impact on teams.
Focus on a communications plan: communication is vital
Ensure cell phones are charged, ideally power independent phone lines
Have people able to deputise for key roles





Observations and reflections

• Be a good employer
• Personal health and safety is paramount
• Provide lots of staff support and monitor 

staff regularly, time out and resiliency 
workshops really helped 

• “EQ days” - Council provided an 6 extra 
days paid leave for all staff this year from 
July 2011



Observations and reflections
• Council Property Team have an robust process 

for checking facilities (including building warrant 
of fitness)

• Council has a hierarchy of importance for 
assessing its facilities

• Additional process of DEE assessments 
changing the situation again

• Vital to have a staff member intimately familiar 
with building systems, contractors

• All contractors need to have ready building 
access, such as alarm codes and keys
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Library shelving
Bottom shelves used?
Mix of narrow and wide shelving
Bracing not updated, re-bracing not done
Unbalanced stacks




Observations and reflections

• External server hosting was a lifesaver
• Disaster trees with up to date staff contact lists essential 

(including group texts)
• Ideal for all staff to have cell phones and home PCs
• Social media does help: Twitter was a key 

communication tool, along with the library website, 
Facebook pages 

• FingerTip Library: call centre and virtual reference 
• Full evaluation of library and Council  response still to 

occur – still in recovery phase
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Library catalogue in the cloud because of implementation of BiblioCommons just weeks before February quake struck
External server hosting also mission critical, data centres are better resourced to handle major disruption,
Staff support: staff EAP programme, on site chaplains and resilience training.
Need all staff to have home PC access and cellphones, group text options given some teams have 30 plus staff



Getting the ducks in a row
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We have needed to learn to manage change every day. New plan every day, then rework it. Huge investment in time and effort then no progress. Need to re-learn what you can and can’t control, be open, collaborative, flexible and pragmatic. Latest example is implications of the DEE assessments, more library closures are likely.
Every day the library is open is a good day for the customer!



10 weeks doesn’t always mean 10 weeks
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Council staff accommodation issues and, for libraries, the return of services to the public in a timely fashion has been a movable feast. Senior management used the deadline of 10 weeks from early April on. The timeframe kept being pushed out so “10 weeks” lost all credibility when the postponements started to accumulate. As you can imagine managing customer expectations and fielding complaints about closed libraries is difficult and time consuming.   



Questions?
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Sometimes you need to go with the flow 
Across the wider organisation we are focussing on these issues now and in the time ahead:
Staff retention and turnover
Staff burnout and fatigue
Ensuring provision of adequate resource in key pressure areas (we are finding shared services very stretched and the pressure on property teams and insurance advice is huge.
Managing expectations of the community, councillors and staff
Alignment with CERA, the govt agency
Delivering on the Central City Plan and the Infrastructure Rebuild which are the 2 key projects the city is responsible for
Libraries – delivering on our commitment to the ChCh community and maintaining our levels of service, taking advantage of new opportunities and maintaining a healthy and engaged staff.
Living with greatly budgets for several years to come.
QUESTIONS?



Thank you for listening. Any questions?
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